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The flood waters have receded, the sun has begun to shine, and at last it seems
that spring has sprung – hopefully this is still the case when the Newsletter goes to
print. Torrential though the rain may have been, our steadfast BIALL members have
refused to let it dampen their spirits and have been out networking at the BIALL
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It’s been equally busy behind the scenes at BIALL, so there’s a lot to look out for in
the updates from our President and Standing Committees. Amongst other things
Jas Breslin gives us the latest on the Sierra Leone Law School project, Gillian Watt
lets us in on the Keynote speaker for the 2014 BIALL Conference, and Lisa Davies
announces the winner of the BIALL Dissertation Award 2013.
In our regular articles on BIALL members we have Liz Murray taking us through her
Library Route into (and out of, and back into) legal information; Rachel Scott-Hall
describes a typical day at City Law School; and Erin Gow (supposed occult law
specialist) is put ‘On the Spot’.
You will notice the absence of our usual news update from Justis Publishing which
is explained by Jas Breslin in her President’s Column. On behalf of the other editors
I would like to thank Justis for their valuable contribution to the Newsletter over
the years.
Sarah

Editors
Stephen Wheeler
Barbara Blake
Grant Hood
Lindsay Robinson
Sarah Godwin
Sarah Wheeler
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President’s Column
It’s been a dismal winter. In Britain and Ireland we’ve been battered by storms, while
we’ve also seen the sort of flooding which would have seen Noah reaching for the
hammer. It’s perhaps a good thing law libraries do not tend to be on the Devon and
Cornwall coast or on the Somerset levels.
But catastrophes such as these terrible floods do serve as reminders that not all events
are under our control. You never know what’s around the corner, and it’s vital that library
teams have disaster recovery procedures in place. Maybe it’s worth having a chat with
someone at your office regarding this?
I’d wish I could write that we’ve been ‘flooded’ with inquiries from those wanting to
become members of our standing committees. But sadly there’s not even been a trickle.
You may recall in my last column that I urged anyone who was looking for new challenges
and professional development opportunities to join a committee. We have now reached
the point where we are so low on numbers that at the January Council meeting we were
forced to discuss the feasibility of disbanding the Membership Services Committee and
transferring its responsibilities to other committees. It was agreed that this course of
action would be best, and so we are now working to put this into effect. I would like to
extend thanks to everyone who has been involved in this committee, and your hard work
is appreciated.
Jas Breslin

If you are still interested in joining a committee, then I can assure you that there are still a
number of vacancies. Please, please, please get in touch if you would like to know more!
On a more positive note, we had good discussions on a number of different topics.
Of greatest relevance to this newsletter is that we have been working with Justis to look
at different ways to work together. The most visible outcome is that although BIALL still
has a close and excellent relationship with Justis, we have agreed that Justis will end its
sponsorship of this newsletter, and the January issue was the last one published under
their auspices. On behalf of BIALL I would like to thank Justis for all their generous
support and sponsorship over numerous years, and I am looking forward to finding
innovative ways in which we can work together in the future.
Our next Council meeting will be held on Friday April 4th in London. If you would like to
come along then just let me know as members are more than welcome to attend – it
really is more exciting than it sounds (honest). Oh, and lunch is provided.
I am also delighted to report that I’ve had an overwhelming response to a recent request
on our BIALL mailing list for two volunteers to visit the Sierra Leone Law School in
Freetown. The project aims to assist with setting up a programme of training for staff and
students, advising on best practices for legal information management. I hope that by
the time this newsletter is published two of our intrepid volunteers will have their flights
booked and be ready to travel out. We have also had a great response to a call for book
donations for the law school – read the article printed in the previous newsletter issue
for further information on the books that are required.
The Conference Committee is now gearing up for our final push to get everything in place
for the BIALL Annual Study Conference in Harrogate, 12-14 June. By the time you read
this the provisional programme will have been finalised, the brochure will have been sent
to print, and hopefully you will all be writing your business plans to make a case for
attending and participating in the seminars and presentations, as well as taking
advantage of the fantastic networking opportunities.
Talking of conferences, here’s a quick plug for the American Association of Law Libraries
annual conference, which is taking place in July in San Antonio, Texas. BIALL members
are entitled to a discounted rate to attend – conference details are available at
www.aallnet.org/conference.
Jas Breslin
BIALL President
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BIALL Honorary Secretary’s Report
By now, you will all have seen the call for nominations for Council vacancies for
2014/15. This year nominations are invited for the posts of President, President Elect,
Hon. Treasurer and for one Council Member. Marianne Barber, the current President
Elect, will be elected as President if there are no other nominations. Julie Ferris, the
current Treasurer, and Lillian Stevenson, current Council Member, are standing for reelection to their respective posts and will be re-elected if there are no other
nominations.
There is still time to make a nomination, so if you’ve ever considered getting more
involved in BIALL, this could be your opportunity! To stand for one of the Council
positions, you must be a Personal Member of BIALL and you must be nominated by
either another Personal Member or by the designated representative of an Institutional
Member. You must also submit an electoral address of no more than 200 words with
your nomination.
We are also looking for someone to take on the role of Membership Coordinator, which
involves managing the Membership Database and organising the annual membership
renewals. So if a Council role doesn’t appeal, this could be another way to participate
in BIALL and gain valuable skills and experience at the same time.

Angela Donaldson

The nominations form is available on the BIALL website at
www.biall.org.uk/pages/nominations-committee.html, and the closing date is 5pm on
Thursday April 3rd 2014.
Angela Donaldson
BIALL Honorary Secretary
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Council Officers & Members
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Council Member
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University of Salford
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London
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Nottingham Trent University
The Boots Library
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News from Standing Committees
BIALL Supplier Liaison Group
Committee member news
We are in the process of welcoming not one but two new members from Integreon.
Assuming all goes well I hope to have more details next time.

Latest Committee meeting
We met at Payne Hicks Beach in Lincoln’s Inn on Wednesday 26th February - a
glorious historic location where I have been lucky enough to work for over a decade!

SLG Suppliers’ Forum
Held at the newly refurbished and sparkling Institute of Advanced Legal Studies in
Russell Square, London, this was a huge amount of work to chair and organise.
We had 17 different law publishers and legal information suppliers there which must
be some kind of record?! A full agenda was worked through, finishing up with
members’ questions and followed by some much needed lunch. The event was a
resounding success. How we will ever manage to repeat this next year is something I
will worry about later…
Jackie Fishleigh

Suppliers’ Survey 2014
This survey which forms the basis of the BIALL Supplier of the Year Award will be
unveiled shortly. No doubt there will be a glamorous prize, probably either a night out
with Kylie and/or free singing lessons or a £100 John Lewis voucher.
Jackie Fishleigh,
Chair, Supplier Liaison Group
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Conference Committee
Conference planning activity reaches a peak over the early weeks of February as we
complete the programme for Harrogate 2014. Elaine Cameron and Tracey Dennis have
brought together an excellent programme covering everything from ebooks to intranets.
We have carefully considered a range of formal and informal feedback and are excited
to bring a new format to the Saturday programme – do keep an eye on the website and
all will be revealed! John Furlong and Tracey Dennis are doing a sterling job turning the
concept into reality.
We are delighted to announce that the Keynote Address will be delivered by Phil
Bradley, information specialist and internet consultant. Practical parallel sessions will
feature a detailed look under-the-bonnet of various legal systems, a number of
sessions touching on the evolving role of the information professional, and best uses
of relevant technology considering Big Data.
We expect the provisional programme to issue to members together with registration
details in March. We are sure you will find the Conference package excellent value for
money as it covers all of the Conference sessions, admission to the exhibition and all
social events.

Gillian Watt

Further good news comes as our exhibition stand spaces have sold very well and
quickly! We will be welcoming back all of our usual suppliers together with a number of
new faces.
Evening social events will include an informal dinner and entertainment at the Majestic
Hotel on the Thursday evening. The President’s Reception and Annual Dinner will take
place at the Royal Hall on Friday, 13 June. These evening events are generously
sponsored by LexisNexis and Thomson Reuters respectively.
Finally, and as always, as we enter the final phase of planning for the Conference we
always welcome any comments or suggestions towards making it an even better event.
I look forward to seeing many of you in Harrogate from 12-14 June as we already begin
planning for BIALL Conference 2015!
We’ll keep you right up-to-date through the Conference website
www.biall.org.uk/pages/harrogate-2014.html, blog biall.blogspot.co.uk/ and twitter
#BIALL2014
Gillian Watt
Chair, Conference Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
PR & Promotions Committee
BIALL - CLSIG - SLA Europe Graduate Open Day
Entries have opened for our new professionals day and we received around 10 bookings
in the first 24 hours. At the time of writing we have 20 attendees registered, only 10
days after the initial announcement. Thanks to Sam Wiggins of SLA Europe, Laura
Williams and Penny Bailey of CLSIG and Jayne Winch of TFPL for providing speakers and
publicising the day to their members. Speakers include BIALL’s own Sandra Smythe and
Emily Allbon as well as Marie Cannon who has written widely about being a new
professional, and speakers from the British Medical Association, the Guardian
newspaper, TFPL, the Medical Defence Union and the University of London.

Legal Beagle

Ian Hunter

This column by BIALL members in CILIP’s Update continues to be well-received by the
editors. Recent topics include being an embedded law librarian and a profile of City
University’s LawBore portal, so we are working hard to keep a balance between law
firms and the academic sector. If anyone from other sectors would like to write about
any aspect of their work please get in touch. Ideas are always welcome whatever your
sector, so if you have an idea that might appeal to non-law librarians this could be your
chance to get your name in print!

Twitter
The BIALL Twitter account now has 822 followers, which means our number of followers
has increased by about 20 per month. Remember you can follow BIALL or contact us via
@biall_uk.

Committee news
The Committee last met on Thursday 20 March 2014, and welcomed potential new
member Tom Cookson. The next meeting will be in July.
Ian Hunter
Chair, PR & Promotions Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Awards and Bursaries Committee
As difficult as it is to believe, awards season is slowly creeping up on us again.
Nominations for the Legal Journals Award 2014 are now open, giving you the
opportunity to nominate your (or your users’) favourite or most respected journal. You
can nominate any legal publication - hardcopy or online - produced in serial format
within the jurisdictions of the UK and Ireland. To nominate, use the form on the ABC
pages of the BIALL website before 17 March: http://www.biall.org.uk/pages/legaljournals-award.html. We are also looking for volunteers to complete the judging panel
for the 2014 award. To express your interest and obtain further details, please contact
Ross Connell on r.connell@reading.ac.uk.
Nominations for the Wildy BIALL Law Librarian of the Year Award, Lexis Library Awards,
Wallace Breem Memorial Award and Supplier of the Year Award will open shortly so
watch this space…

Lisa Davies

And finally, many congratulations to Deirdre Marie McGuinness, who has been
awarded the BIALL Dissertation Award 2013 for her dissertation ‘Information
disclosure, privacy behaviours, and attitudes regarding employer surveillance of social
networking sites: A study within Aberystwyth University’. Deirdre has been awarded
£250 and free BIALL membership for a year. Well done Deirdre!
Lisa Davies
Chair, Awards & Bursaries Committee

Web Committee
Lisa Hawksworth has joined the Committee, with her three year term beginning
formally after the Conference in June. Additionally, Lillian Stevenson and Lisa Peters
(the other BIALL Email list owners), have been added as ex officio members of the
committee.
Following approval from Council in January, a couple of amendments have been
made to the website for us by Fat Beehive, but these are more technical than
‘pretty’…however, if you do have any comments or suggestions about the BIALL
website, then please do let me know.
One task that we have been looking at for a little while has been to ‘tidy up’ the
management of the registration of the domain names for the BIALL website, and I can
confirm that these are now being managed directly by BIALL.
By the time this is published we will have held a teleconference meeting on 13th
March, with the next meeting due to be held in May (tbc).
Karen Palmer
Chair, Web Committee
Karen Palmer
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Professional Development Committee
The Professional Development Committee have had a very busy few months organising
courses and social events. By the time you read this column, we will have hosted a
new Moys Classification course with Diana Morris, and the ever popular and sold-out
Pepper v Hart Research course with Guy Holborn. We will also have hosted the BIALL
Spring Social at the Master Gunner, and our annual Quiz Night at Penderal’s Oak with
John Evans as Quiz Master.
Our next committee meeting is on Monday 31 March in Leicester. We will be reviewing
our recent courses and social events, and making plans for new courses in the spring
and summer, which will include the Legal Reference Materials course. The meeting will
be my last for a while, as I will be taking maternity leave from Easter to November.
Lisa Anderson and Rob Turner will be taking over as Chair and Vice-Chair respectively.
We are still seeking new committee members, so please do get in touch if you would
like to join us.
Jackie Hanes
Chair, Professional Development Committee
Jackie Hanes

Publications Committee
You may have noticed from this edition that Justis are no longer sponsoring the BIALL
Newsletter. This was a decision taken by both parties and BIALL look forward to
exploring new opportunities with Justis in the forthcoming months.
I would like to say a huge thank you to Justis for sponsorship of our members’
publication, which they have provided now for more than a decade. Individually, both
Jonathan Daymond and Alistair King have worked with the editors to provide
interesting and varied content. It has been very much appreciated.
Jon Beaumont
Chair, Publications Committee

Jon Beaumont
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Library Routes
Liz Murray, Information Specialist for Law at King’s College London,
takes us through her library routes
My career path could best be described as long and winding, but as a keen walker I
believe the scenic route is usually the most rewarding. I decided to go into librarianship
(and law librarianship) by accident: an English graduate, who didn't want to go into
teaching or accountancy, my boyfriend suggested libraries and I thought it sounded
worth a go.
To secure a postgraduate place, I needed experience of working in a library, and I was
fortunate to be offered a library assistant position at the Chartered Insurance Institute.
The CII was a brilliant experience: a small library of four people, I was the
issue/enquiry desk/journals/acquisitions person. My line manager was lovely:
supportive and encouraging. Our users were insurance executives and I learned a huge
amount about how libraries work, but after a year, I wanted to try something new.

Liz Murray

I thought working in public libraries might give me more job satisfaction so I took up a
library assistant position in Richmond libraries. This experience was completely
different: younger colleagues, less responsibility and more teamwork. I especially
enjoyed dealing with the public but overall found the role a bit frustrating, being used
to a wider variety of duties.
Now with the necessary library experience I was able to study for my postgraduate
Information Studies course. Once I had graduated, I took up a job in Enfield libraries;
my only back room job to date and the one I've been in for the shortest time - six
months! Enfield libraries was a great place to work as a new professional. They had a
programme for new starters, introducing me to different library teams' work and giving
me a great overview of public libraries. I started my Chartership there; but I also
discovered that back-room work - my post was in the inter-lending/cataloguing team just wasn't me, so I decided to move on.
My desire to keep learning and broaden my experience encouraged me to try a new
sector: government libraries, which led me to my first management role, managing the
enquiry desk at the Department for Education and two library assistants. I learnt a
huge amount here: management skills, reference skills and had my first introduction to
the internet (on a stand alone PC in the library!). After 18 months, the person whose
job I was covering returned and I didn't fancy the back room job that was offered, so I
started job hunting again and was soon offered the post of Assistant Librarian in the
Legal Library at the Department of Health/Work and Pensions.
As Assistant Librarian in DH/DWP legal library, I worked for another great manager,
who I learnt lots from and who encouraged responsibility: enquiries and training,
journals and acquisitions, staff management and a new subject area - law. After 18
months I was promoted to my manager's job as Legal Librarian, I was then able to
argue for and organise new projects such as introducing e-journals, current awareness
services, undertaking a major user needs survey, intranet redesign groups, and
redesigning the library. I also joined cross-library procurement and intranet groups,
which allowed me to network with colleagues and deliver joint presentations at
conferences. There was so much to keep me interested that I stayed for nearly ten
years.
Then a change in my personal circumstances offered the opportunity to try teaching.
It seemed like a good career move as I thought this might fit in with my children and I
had always loved training, but I missed IT too much and teaching inner-city top juniors
involved too much behaviour management for me.
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Library Routes - continued
So armed with my teaching experience, I applied for a couple of subject librarian jobs
in universities and secured a post at City University as subject librarian for health.
At City, I developed my teaching skills to groups of students and enjoyed managing a
health collection and learning how university libraries work. However I missed law with
its many and varied intricacies! So when an Information Specialist for Law job came
along, I had to go for it and here I am two years later.
The main responsibilities of my
current job are:

l Liaising with law academics re. library services, new resources, the law collection
l Managing the law collection: print and electronic, which is quite time consuming as
most legal databases cater for commercial firms really
l Library inductions and training law students in how to find legal information
l Developing internet subject pages and e-resources to help all our students find
their way round our law collection, especially for distance and part-time learners
With 1900 law students, we have quite a big set up and I do miss the closer
relationship I had with the lawyers (about 170) in my old law library, but it’s still good to
work with law resources and students can be rewarding to help too: it’s more enabling
them to find the resources for themselves, rather than doing the work for them.
Plus of course, I have other subjects to look after, politics, economics, global
institutes...a librarian’s work is never done.

My career route has been
driven by:

l Flexibility
l Job satisfaction in helping others find information and the interaction with library
users
l Enjoyment in learning new IT skills, e.g. making videos
l Always saying yes when offered new opportunities as there's no project that can't
be managed in small chunks and my best career moves happened this way
l Continuing professional development, even if only in small ways. Different stages in
our lives offer different opportunities but I've never regretted making time for
professional activity, be it writing book reviews, belonging to cross-sector groups or
giving presentations at conferences
l Being focused in my job searches
My career path was never planned, but I have enjoyed all my jobs and I hope to
continue to enjoy the journey.

The Maughan Library at
King’s College London
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki?
By Anneli Sarkanen

The How do I? wiki - is a collection of useful answers to common and unusual research
questions. Many are answers to questions posted on the Lis-Law or BIALL email
distribution list so if you do post a question, summarising the results afterwards can
help build the wiki and help share information between us. The wiki is an excellent
place to look if you are stuck on an enquiry or simply don’t know where to start
looking.
The wiki is maintained by the PR & Promotions Committee but any BIALL member can
edit the wiki by requesting access which can be done from the wiki homepage. You can
also suggest pages or changes to content by contacting any one of the PR Committee
or by using the Contact the Owner link at the bottom of every page.
The wiki is easy to navigate by browsing broad subject headings (Legislation, Company
Information, European Union etc.) or by using the A-Z index. There is also a search
facility in the top right corner of the home screen.
Anneli Sarkanen

New or updated pages
l Employment Tribunal cases
The Employment Tribunal page is one that always gets quite a few hits each month,
which we suspect is from people searching on Employment Tribunals generally. The
page has been updated with some recent information from the HM Courts and
Tribunals Service that only judgments from the last six years will now be retained (see
article 14(2) of the Employment Tribunals (Constitution and Rules of Procedure)
Regulations 2013/1237). There was an appeal for the archive to be retained (possibly
in a university library) but at the time of writing it was unknown where this archive may
be held.
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued
l EU Tenders
This page has been updated following a lis-law request for more sources of historical
tender information as TED only covers the past five years. Coverage information has
been added for Nexis UK as they have them from 1992, although it does has a few
gaps, so this is an option if you subscribe to this service. Other sources include the
British Library and London School of Economics.

l Supreme Court
Recently, the links on the Supreme Court were modified to reflect the new web address
for the Supreme Court. From 6 January 2014, the Supreme Court website was updated
with the sole .uk suffix to its URL, rather than the previous .gov.uk one. The move
followed a drive for most public bodies to publish their material under the single
Gov.uk portal but the Supreme Court was concerned it would risk undermining
perceptions of independence. Joshua Rosenberg wrote an interesting piece on it in the
Guardian Law Blog in December. As well as the page being updated to show the new
URL, the links to the various RSS feeds were also amended, as those ending in .gov.uk
ceased to work. The links now show the correct feed for Permission to Appeal lists,
Future Judgments, and Latest Judgments.

Statistics!
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Over the past two months, the wiki has received 1,726 unique visitors which is a little
less than the two months prior, but still a healthy amount of traffic to the site. Most of
these have been from London but other popular cities our visitors are from are
Edinburgh, Manchester, Bristol and Birmingham.

Day in the Life
Rachel Scott Halls,
Law Librarian,
City Law School, City
University

We are a small team based across two sites and so roles are varied. I am based at the
Gray’s Inn Place (GIP) site where we teach the vocational stage of legal education and
my role is split between subject librarian and operational management of the site.
The majority of students at GIP are on the Bar Professional Training Course (BPTC) but
we also have a Legal Practice Course (LPC) and a few small LLMs.
The first thing I do in the morning is sort out cover for sickness. This usually involves
rejigging the rota so staff do double shifts and arranging cover from the University
Library at lunch. If I am opening the library I get in just before 9am to get everything
ready for the influx of students. The first half hour is usually busy with students who
have a 9:30am session rushing in to pick up a copy of the White Book that they didn't
want to carry in from home.
Once the morning rush has died down I start ploughing through my emails. These are a
mixture of facilities updates and reference enquiries. With this done I head off to a
BPTC Staff Student Liaison Committee (SSLC). These meetings take place once a term
with Law School staff and student representatives. They are a chance to get students’
views on course developments as well as a formal route for student feedback.
Happily there were no Library issues, although some minor grumbles about IT. As most
IT services for students are situated in the Library I was already aware of the issues so
I reassure students that I have raised these with IT and update them with my progress.

Rachel Scott Halls

As soon as the BPTC SSLC finishes I head over to another building for the LPC SSLC.
Only one minor Library issue is raised, that there is sometimes too much noise
travelling from the floor where students can talk, quietly (in theory), to the silent study
area. My action for this is to remind staff that they need to be active in monitoring
noise levels and asking students to keep it down or move elsewhere. I also ask
students to help us by telling us when there are people talking. We cannot be
everywhere at once, and do not know there is a problem until we are told.
Once this is over I head back for another shift on the enquiry desk as a colleague is on
leave and I need to let people have a lunch break! Whilst on the desk I contact IT
about the outstanding issues raised in the SSLC and tackle a lot of reference
enquiries. BPTC students have just been given their core law for forthcoming
assessments so we are getting a lot of enquiries about sale of goods and professional
negligence. As this is related to their assessment I remind students that I can show
them how to search for information but they will have to do hard work for these
questions themselves. This reminds me to send an email out to Law Library staff to
remind them about good practice with enquiries during assessments. Enquiries at the
desk are wide ranging and I will invariably have to deal with a dispute over fines a
couple of times a week.
Once my colleague is back from lunch I head over to the University campus at
Northampton Square for a project wrap up meeting. We have recently implemented a
web scale discovery system, Summon, and as the project is now over I have been
invited along to feedback from a law perspective.
Then it’s back to GIP! The team are currently in the middle of re-classifying all of our
stock so I check progress and go through any queries; assigning classmarks or
deciding on the fate of a particular title. For some titles I have to think deep about the
classification as I am not a natural born cataloguer.
I often stay past 5pm to talk to the evening team, pass on any jobs and catch up with
them. Today they receive a friendly hello and two piles of books; new books to process
and old ones to withdraw.
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I am currently training to run from London to Brighton at the end of May so most days I
change into my running kit, pack my stuff in a back pack and head out the door. I have
once been caught unawares and had to rush into the library dressed in my running kit,
but luckily (for all concerned) it has not happened too often!

On the Spot
Erin Gow, of Middle Temple Library,
is put ‘On the Spot’…

Q What are your feelings on the acronym ‘BIALL’?
A: Terribly unfortunate acronym, but maybe we should just embrace it.
All the branding could be done in a lurid shade of green or yellow.
It would be memorable.
Q What’s the funniest thing ever said to you by a library user?
A: Where are the Demonic Law Reports?
Q Where in the world would be your favourite
place to read the Newsletter?
A: An olive farm in Italy, with a giant serving of
pasta in front of me.
Q You’re allowed to hire anyone, past or
present, as a new member of staff. Who gets
the job, and why?
A: Barak Obama. He was a lawyer first, so he
could answer all those really technical questions
(especially about the US collection), and his
celebrity status would undoubtedly increase the
number of people through the library doors.
Q If you could choose the location for the next BIALL conference (within the UK,
Ireland or Channel Islands) where would it be and why?
A: The Orkney Islands (or one of the other Scottish islands). I like the name, the
scenery looks beautiful, and they have puffins.
Q Have you any tattoos?
A: No, though I have a scar in the shape of a dragonfly.
Q What is your favourite app on your smartphone?
A: Star Wars Angry Birds. I know it shouldn’t amuse me as much as it does, but it’s
birds with lightsabers. The entire concept is hilarious.
Q Which character from a children’s book do you wish was real?
A: Anne of Green Gables. She always sounded like she would be so much fun to be
friends with.
Q For the impending zombie apocalypse, what will be your weapon of choice
and why?
A: Vodoo. Then I can simply lift the zombies’ curse. Or make them fight for me.
Q If you could invent one thing, what would it be?
A: A way to collapse space, so that a finite room on the outside would hold infinite
space inside. Like the Tardis, but full of books.
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Forthcoming Events
March

May

25
26
28
28

1
7

31
31

ASLIB: Thesaurus Basics
UKeiG: Digital Marketing Toolkit
BIALL: Conference Committee meeting
CILIP: Professional Registration Launch and
Portfolio Building
BIALL: Professional Development Committee meeting
TFPL: Company and Market Analysis
- Methods and Techniques

April
1
1

CILIP: Copyright Executive Briefing
TFPL: User information searching and behaviour
- how to identify and satisfy
2
CILIP: Surviving and Thriving in Academic Libraries
2
TFPL: Introduction to taxonomies and metadata
2
Westminster Legal Policy Forum: Civil justice and the
Jackson reforms - next steps for an evolving framework
3
TFPL: Creating an information inventory
4
BIALL: Council meeting
7
ASLIB: Marketing and PR for the Evolving
Information Service
7
HEA: Embedding legal research skills into the
LLB curriculum
8
TFPL: A Cascade of Analysis for Competitive Insight
9
UKeiG: Making Google Behave
10
BIALL, CLSIG & SLA Europe: Graduate Open Day
15
HEA: Using game-design pedagogies to embed skills in
the law curriculum
21
HEA: Social Sciences annual learning and teaching
conference
23-25 Librarians Information Literacy Annual Conference
(LILAC)
23
TFPL: Building Fileplans and Retention Schedules for
Records Systems - SharePoint, ECM, EDRM
29
ALIB: Copyright: Latest Legislative Developments
30
ASLIB: Enquiry Handling by Phone & E-mail
29
TFPL: Introduction to Copyright
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TFPL: Information architecture in SharePoint 2010
ASLIB: Marketing and PR for the Evolving
Information Service
7
TFPL: Law for non-lawyers: Module 1
- The English Legal System
7
TFPL: An introduction to information architecture
8
TFPL: Enterprise Information Architecture
13
ASLIB: Digital Copyright
13
TFPL: Multimedia tools for information services
14
ASLIB: British Company Law
14
UKeiG: Getting better at everything you do:
optimising the way you work
14
TFPL: Contract Negotiation for Information Professionals
15
ASLIB: Learning to Manage
15
TFPL: Introduction to knowledge management:
a foundation programme
20
ASLIB: Copyright Policies, Dealing with Infringements,
and Risk Management
20
CILIP: Research Data Management Executive Briefing
20
TFPL: Customising content tagging and search solutions
21
ASLIB: European Union Information
21
UKeiG: Social Media for Organisations: the basics
21
TFPL: Content Curation For Knowledge & Information
Professionals
22
BIALL: Freelancers and Solos Group meeting
22
TFPL: Practical Content Migration
- Tips, Tricks and Avoiding Bear Traps
25-28 CALL/ACBD Annual Conference

June
4
4
5
5
8-10
10
10
10

UKeiG: Marketing and Internal Change
TFPL: Training the trainer
HEA: New to teaching beyond time and space
TFPL: Business information: key web resources
SLA Annual Conference
ASLIB: Copyright Essentials
CILIP: RDA: Resource Description and Access Executive
TFPL: Conducting Legal Research and Law for
Non-lawyers
11
ASLIB: Copyright Masterclass
11
UKeiG: Collaborative Working
11
TFPL: Digital copyright
12-14 BIALL 45th Annual Study Conference and & Exhibition
12
UKeiG: Copyright Update: making sense of
copyright reforms
12
TFPL: Free resources and search techniques for EU and
UK legislation
13
BIALL: SCOSAF meeting
17
ASLIB: Business Information
17
TFPL: Agile Innovation Leadership - a practical approach
18
TFPL: Introduction to SharePoint 2013

Editors

People News
STEPHEN WHEELER
Pinsent Masons
3 Colmore Circus
Birmingham
B4 6BH
Tel: 0121 629 1627
Email:
Stephen.Wheeler@pinsentmasons.com

It is with great delight that we can announce that on
16th January Karen Palmer from Simmons & Simmons
LLP and Chair of the Web Committee, was awarded a
Fellowship of CILIP. Fellowship is the highest
professional qualification awarded by the Chartered
Institute with the following having to be demonstrated:
l Evidence of substantial achievement in professional
practice

BARBARA BLAKE
Norton Rose Fulbright LLP
3 More London Riverside
London SE1 2AQ
Tel: 020 7283 6000
Email: Barbara.Blake@nortonrose.com

l Evidence of significant contribution to all or part of
the profession
l Evidence of active commitment to continuing
professional development
Congratulations to Karen!

GRANT HOOD
Sidley Austin LLP
Woolgate Exchange
25 Basinghall Street
London
EC2V 5HA
Tel: 020 7360 3775

New Members
The following new members were approved
by Council on 17th January 2014

Email: ghood@sidley.com

Law Firm
LINDSAY ROBINSON
Bodleian Law Library
St Cross Building
Manor Road
Oxford
OX1 3UR
Tel: 01865 271466
Email:
lindsay.robinson@bodleian.ox.ac.uk

SARAH GODWIN
Herbert Smith Freehills LLP
Exchange House
Primrose Street
London
EC2A 2EG
Tel: 0207 466 3141
Email: sarah.godwin@hsf.com

Esther Walsh
McCann Fitzgerald
Dublin
Catherine Mower
Mishcon de Reya Solicitors
London
Kristie Jelfs
Cains Advocates
Douglas, Isle of Man
Ho Yan Lowell
Deacons
Hong Kong

Professional Society
SARAH WHEELER
Lincoln’s Inn Library
Lincoln's Inn
London
WC2A 3TN
Tel: 020 7242 4371
Email:
sarah.wheeler@lincolnsinn.org.uk
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Ryan Platts
Law Society of Ireland
Dublin
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Lincoln’s Inn Library
London

Other
Amy Hanley
City University
Student
Yi Wen Hon
University of Sheffield
Student

